ePortfolio Tutorial—Fall 2017
craigjw1@cofc.edu
jacobwcraig.com
8/29 | INTRODUCTION
Read: Roozen’s “Writing is a Social and Rhetorical Activity”
Read: Yancey’s “Portfolio, Electronic, and the Links Between”
Read: excerpt from Clark’s “From Selfies to Self-Representation”
Read: Roozen’s “Writing is Linked to Identity”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What’s an eportfolio?
What do you want your eportfolio to do?
Who is/are the audiences?
What kind of identity are you trying to cultivate through your portfolio?
Where else—Twitter, LinkedIn, blogs, forums—have you created representations of
yourself online? Where might you create representations of yourself in the future?
6. How do you imagine your eportfolio will relate to those existing representations? Or
representations you plan to develop?
9/5 | COLLECT & SELECT
Write: Bring to class a complete inventory of texts you could include in your eportfolio. For
each, discuss briefly what you think the artifact indicates about your interests and
experiences: as a student, a person, a professional, a writer, a designer, and/or an editor.
Read: http://unwrite.org/eport
http://zapinskian.wixsite.com/eportfolio
http://zeberleinak.wixsite.com/azeberleineportfolio
http://phaganaj.wixsite.com/amandaphagan
http://cervin0.wixsite.com/portfolio
Write: Select an eportfolio from the link above, and discuss in a one-page, single-spaced
what relationships you observed between the artifacts the writer selected and the identities/
meanings she conveyed conveyed through her eportfolio.
9/12 | REFLECT
Read: excerpt from Yancey’s “Reflection-in-Presentation”
Read: excerpt from Silver’s “Reflection in Digital Spaces”
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Write: Bring to class a draft of annotations/reflections for four of your artifacts. For each
annotation, note in a sentence or two the purpose of your annotation: for example,
forging connections between artifacts, representing development over time, representing
interests across classes, demonstrating skills, etc.

9/19 | ARRANGEMENT
Read: “How to Storyboard your Website”
Read: “Arrangement”
Read: Yancey’s “Looking for Sources of
Coherence in a Fragmented World”
Write: Two plans/storyboards for your portfolio.
For each, discuss the goal of the arrangement,
focusing on (1) what you are emphasizing and
de-emphasizing in each arrangement and (2)
what you want your audience to understand
about you as a writer/editor/designer through
each arrangement.
9/26| DESIGN
Read: except from Wysocki’s “Multiple Media of Texts”
Read: excerpt from Sheridan and Rowsell’s “Modes Spinning Stories”
Write: Taking another look at the eportfolios linked above, identify what you think is
working well in terms of the creator’s choices about media and design?
Write: Identify in a one-page, single-spaced document possible visuals—color scheme, font
style, photos and/or visual metaphor. Discuss for each idea about design how (1) the
representation of yourself you are creating; and (2) what you want your audience to
understand about you as a writer/editor/scholar.
10/10 | A DRAFT
Share: draft of your portfolio
Review:
1. What do you know about the writer/designer of
the portfolio?
2. What do you see about the writer when looking
through the eportfolio? What does he/she do well?
What does he/she know? What are her/his
interests?
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3.
4.
5.
6.

What do you see looking at the portfolio’s arrangement and design?
How/do they match?
What questions are raised in looking at and through that could be addressed in a revision?
What recommendations do you have that could be addressed in a revision?

10/17 | A SECOND DRAFT & WRAPPING UP
Share: a second version of your portfolio
Wrap-Up:
1. What did you learn, about about writing, about artifacts and representation, about
design, and about anything else?
2. What opportunities will you pursue in the future given this body of work and its
strengths and/or limitations?
3. What remains to be done, and/or what else might you want to do to your portfolio?
4. What if anything would you like me to comment on?
10/20 | YOUR POLISHED PORTFOLIO
Share: Completed portfolio
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